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Early-modern medicine can often be seen to be looking back and deferring to the ancient 
authorities of Hippocrates, Aristotle, and Galen rather than looking to the future. The futurity 
theme of this collection is, therefore, a useful one to apply to the history of medicine, because 
by examining medical texts over an extended period it becomes possible to see themes and 
trends developing which give an indication of the ways that medical theorists were beginning 
to envisage the future of their discipline. The ongoing attempts to theorise the exact nature of 
menstrual blood provide a useful subject for this sort of analysis. 
Writing in 1759, in his anatomical lectures Charles Jenty said of menstrual blood: 
The ancients imagined them [menstrual periods] venomous and Malignant, as to be 
ranked among the Poisons. That they withered Flowers, marred Liquors, tarnished 
Looking glasses, with several other surprising Effects affirmed by them. But the 
repeated Experiments of the Moderns, on this Subject, have convinced us of the 
Contrary of that Opinion; it being found that the menstrual Blood, in healthy Women, 
has no ill Quality in its own Nature, but is as good as any of the whole Mass if not 
tainted and corrupted by its long Continuance in the Sinuses of the Uterus, or by its 
Heat, or Mixture with some infected Lympha.0F1   
 
That Jenty should still be making reference to ancient claims about the exact nature of this 
blood shows that the matter was still actively considered into the middle of the eighteenth 
century. Jenty refutes these claims by suggesting that many modern physicians have 
performed tests on the blood that have found it to be the same as the rest of the blood in the 
body. Such tests include William Harveyˈs investigation into the circulation of the blood, a 
hundred years previously. One eighteenth-century medical student recorded  in 1740 in his 
notebook that these old beliefs had been ˈabolishˈd since ye circulation of the Blood have 
been made to appearˈ, yet, he says, ˈin some countries of England ye notion of its being 
contagious is still retained among ye Vulgarˈ, which strongly suggests that student doctors, 
from the mid-eighteenth century at least, were being taught that the ideas had been 
 
1 Charles Nicholas Jenty, A Course of Anatomico-Physiological Lectures on the Human 
Structure and Animal Oeconomy, 3 vols (London: James Rivington and James Fletcher, 
1757) II, p. 292. 
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empirically proved to be false.1F2 The aim of this article, then, is to offer a brief history of the 
development of these ideas and to analyse the various responses to them in the eighteenth 
century and from this to show the ways that some physicians, at least, thought that this 
particular matter would be considered in the future. In addition, the article will engage with 
modern scholarship on the early-modern reception of these ancient beliefs. 
 The most famous account of the idea that menstrual blood has noxious qualities 
appeared in Plinyˈs Natural History Book Seven, in the first century BCE. This text refers to 
menstruation as that ˈpernicious mischiefˈ, and states, ˈ[b]ut nothing could easily be found 
that is more remarkable than the monthly flux of womenˈ.2F3 The reason for this is that the 
touch of a menstruating woman was believed to result in all sorts of mayhem such as causing 
wine to go sour, trees and crops to die, dogs to go mad upon tasting it, and mirrors to become 
cloudy just by being looked into by a menstruating woman, the air to be filled with a horrible 
stench, which are some of the surprising effects to which Jenty referred.3F4 An ant, Pliny 
continues, is so sensitive to this poison as to reject a grain of corn tainted by it.4F5 Tellingly, 
when Philemon Holland translated this text into English in the early seventeenth century, his 
language is less decorous than the twentieth century translation uses: ˈto come againe to 
women hardly can there be found a thing more monstrous than is that fluxe and course of 
theirsˈ. 5F6 In another section of Natural History Pliny adds to this: 
They say that hailstorms and whirlwinds are driven away if menstrual fluid is exposed 
to the very flashes of lightning: that stormy weather too is thus kept away, and that at 
sea exposure, even without that menstruation prevents storms. Wild indeed are the 
stories told of the mysterious and awful power of the menstruous discharge itself, the 
manifold magic of which I have spoken of in its proper place. Of these tales I may 
without shame mention the following: if this female power should issue when the 
moon or sun is in eclipse, it will cause irremediable harm; no less harm if there is a 
moon; at such seasons sexual intercourse brings disease and death upon the man; 
purple too is tarnished then by the womanˈs touch. So much greater then is the powers 
of a menstruous woman. But at any other time of menstruation, if a woman goes 
round the cornfield naked, caterpillars, worms, beetles and other vermin fall to the 
ground [...] Care must be taken that they do not do so at sunrise, for the crop dries up, 
they say, the young vines are irremediably harmed by the touch, and rue and ivy, 
 
2 Audrey Eccles, Obstetrics and Gynaecology in Tudor and Stuart England (Kent, OH: Kent 
State University Press, 1982), p. 50.   
3 Pliny, Natural History Book 3-7, trans by H. Rackham (Cambridge MA and London: 
Harvard University Press, 1947), VII, 15, p. 549. 
4 Natural History Book 3-7, p. 549. 
5 Ibid.  
6 Pliny, The Historie of the World, trans. by P. Holland (London: Adam Islip, 1634), p. 163. 
This perhaps represents a more literal translation of Plinyˈs Latin ˈsed nihil reperiatur 
mulierum profluvio magis monstrificumˈ, Natural History Book 3-7, p. 548. 
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plants of the highest medicinal power, die at once. I have said much about this 
virulent discharge, but besides it is certain that when their hives are touched by 
women in this state bees fly away, at their touch linen they are boiling turns black, the 
edge of razors is blunted, brass contracts copper rust and a foul smell, especially if the 
moon is waning at the time, mares in foal if touched miscarry, nay the mere sight at 
however great a distance is enough, if that menstruation is the first after maidenhood, 
or that of a virgin who on account of age is menstruating naturally for the first time 
[...]. Not even fire, the all-conquering, overcomes it.6F7 
 
Margaret Healy writes that ‘ [e]ven Pliny acknowledged menstrual blood was linked to a 
range of positive as well as negative effects: it encouraged fertility of wheat fields and it was 
used to treat gout, goitre, haemorrhages, puerperal fever, worms, headache and 
hydrophobiaˈ.7F8 However, these effects in Natural History are said to be extraordinary and 
linked heavily with magical or supernatural influences, not something which is positive. Pliny 
does note that menstrual blood is thought by some to have curative properties:  
 Many however say that even this great plague is remedial: that it makes a liniment 
 for gout, and that by her touch a woman in this state relieves scrofula, parotid 
 [salivary gland] tumours, superficial abscesses, erysipelas [St Antonyˈs fire, a 
 bacterial infection of the skin], boils and eye fluxes.8F9  
 
However, he makes no discursive comment as to the veracity of these claims as he does on 
other occasions. Indeed in all the remedial qualities Pliny lists for menstrual blood, Pliny 
gives an outside source, not his own observation. He explains that Lais and Salpe think that 
ˈthe bite of a mad dog, tertian, and quartans [types of fevers] are cured by the flux on wool 
from a black ram enclosed in a silver braceletˈ and that ˈDiotimus of Thebes says that even a 
bit, nay a mere thread of a garment contaminated in this way and enclosed in the braceletˈ is 
sufficientˈ.9F10 He suggests that all his sources agree that menstrual blood can cure by the 
power of sympathy, so that while hydrophobia can be cured if it is contracted from the bite of 
an infected, and therefore mad, dog, this works because the blood has the power to send dogs 
mad by tasting it.10F11 He further describes how these commentators believe that the ash from 
burnt menstrual blood, formed into an ointment with rose-oil applied to the forehead, can 
cure headaches in women, and how the ˈpower of the flux is most virulent when virginity has 
 
7 Pliny, Natural History Books 28-32, trans by W. H. S. Jones (Cambridge MA and London: 
Harvard University Press, 1963), XXVIII, 77-83, pp. 55-9. 
8ˈDangerous Blood: Menstruation, Medicine and Beliefs in Early Modern Englandˈ, National 
Healths: Gender, Sexuality and Health in a Cross-Cultural Context, ed. by Michael Worton 
and Nana Wilson-Tagoe (London: UCL Press, 2004), pp. 83-94 (p. 90). 
9 Natural History Books 28-32, p. 59.  
10 Natural History Books 28-32, p. 60-1. 
11 Natural History Books 28-32, p. 61. 
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been lost solely through the lapse of timeˈ.11F12 The idea that virginity could be lost or, more 
precisely, that the hymen could be corroded by prolonged menstruation was one which 
survived into the early-modern period, but as with the other alleged effects it is difficult to 
see it as a positive as it is only the vitiated, contaminated nature of the substance that endues 
it with the power to heal. It is the case that women were thought to be more prone to 
headaches, simply because of the effects of the vapours produced by menstrual blood, 
discussed above, so again the effect is one of sympathy in the body. The only effect that Pliny 
does personally endorse is that when ˈdoor-posts are merely touched by the menstrual 
discharge, the tricks are rendered vain of the Magi, a lying crowd, as is easily ascertainedˈ.12F13  
This suggests that Pliny was somewhat sceptical about the remedies he recites as their 
efficacy is only ever reported from other commentators. Breast milk, which was widely held 
to be menstrual blood after it had undergone a transformation in the body, is  also given next 
by Pliny as a curative substance, used both medicinally to restore health to the weak, and as 
an ingredient in plaisters too. This fluid does appear in the same way in early-modern texts, 
but the idea of menstrual blood as a cure as listed in Natural History was not carried over to 
early-modern treatises. Indeed, Pliny tells how  
[t]he midwife Sotira has said that it is a very efficacious remedy for tertians and 
quartans to smear with the flux the soles of the patientˈs feet, much more so if the 
operation is performed by the woman herself without that patientˈs knowledge, adding 
that this remedy also revives an epileptic who has fainted.13F14 
 
However, by the eighteenth century, recitations of these traditional ideas now include the 
notion that contact with menstrual blood can cause rather than heal epilepsy: James Drake 
tells how some ˈgreat and graveˈ men have unthinkingly accepted the fable that ˈif a Dog 
tasts them, he runs mad; if a Man he becomes Epileptickˈ.14F15 The only healer I have seen who 
suggests that menstrual blood could be curative is the idiosyncratic Simon Forman, who 
suggests that ˈ[i]f you anoint a leper such as on[e] as was begotten on a woman when she had 
her course with the menstrues of a viergin or young woman clear from infirmities he shalbe 
healedˈ.15F16 The idea that sexual intercourse during menstruation could produce a deformed 
child is one that will be returned to below but, in this instance, the cure would be assumed to 
 
12 Natural History Books 28-32, p. 61. 
13 Natural History Books 28-32, p. 61. 
14 Natural History Books 28-32, p. 61. 
15 Anthropologia Nova: Or, a New System of Anatomy, 2 vols (London: S. Smith and Ben 
Walford, 1707), I, p. 320.  
16 Lauren Kassell, Medicine and Magic in Elizabethan London: Simon Forman: Astrologer, 
Alchemist, and Physician (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007), p. 188. 
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work by sympathy, with a disease caused by unclean sex during menstruation being cured by 
the menses of a woman who had not yet had sexual intercourse. Bethan Hindson comments 
that this example ˈis proof of the complexity of beliefs about menstruation and menstrual 
blood, wherein menstrual blood was seen as harmful for the body in certain bodily contexts, 
yet beneficial in other contextsˈ.16F17 The position is more complex than this, however, as what 
this example shows is that the idea that menstrual blood had having some remedial properties 
was transmitted to the early-modern times, but was almost completely written out of the 
medical record.17F18 In Pliny, it is only the apparently ˈsinisterˈ nature of menstrual blood that 
makes it effective as a remedy, which means it is not an ˈambivalent signifierˈ in the way 
Healy argues.18F19  
The danger from menstrual blood in Plinyˈs Natural History was, as William F. 
MacLehose notes, limited to objects and animals. However, this changed when Greco-Roman 
medical texts were rediscovered in the West, following Constantine of Africaˈs translation of 
Arabic texts into Latin, to add in dangers to embryos and people too. This is probably linked 
to Biblical teachings of menstrual blood as unclean and dangerous. MacLehose explains: 
Thirteenth-century medical discussions of the menses based on Pliny [...] rarely 
referred to the theological (ultimately Levitical) representations of menstrual blood as 
unclean and polluting. Both traditions agreed that contact with menstrual blood led to 
negative consequences but, while the Levitical tradition emphasized both spiritual and 
physical impurity, medical writings stressed only the physical or material dangers.19F20  
 
William of Conches twelfth-century medical text even went so far as to suggest that the 
reason that the human baby is helpless and unable to walk at birth is its nourishment in utero 
by the mother’s blood, which is unique to humans but also our limitation too, since this blood 
is ˈmenstrual and corruptˈ.20F21 MacLehose states that ˈWilliam was by no means the first to 
suggest that the menses were problematic and debilitating, but he was the first to place such a 
statement in the midst of an embryological narrative [...] This association of embryology with 
a negative view of menstrual blood distinguished Williamˈs work from prior discussions of 
 
17 ˈDangerous Blood: Menstruation, Medicine and Beliefs in Early Modern Englandˈ, p. 100. 
18 With the exception of Hollandˈs translation which reproduced these remedial qualities 
faithfully. See The Natural Historie of the World, p. 309-10.  
19 ˈDangerous Blood: Menstruation, Medicine and Beliefs in Early Modern Englandˈ, p. 88. 
20 William F. MacLehose, A Tender Age: Cultural Anxieties over the Child in the Twelfth 
and Thirteenth Centuries (New York: Columbia University Press, 2006), p. 13. 
21 A Tender Age: Cultural Anxieties over the Child in the Twelfth and Thirteenth Centuries, 
p. 9.  
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embryology and set a precedent for writers over the next centuryˈ.21F22 From this idea it was 
extrapolated that birth defects such as those now known as port-wine stains were caused by 
exposure to this blood. To this effect Thomas of Cantimpré, a thirteenth century writer, 
claimed that  
unless that little sack [folliculus] of the placenta is the intermediary between the 
falling blood and the child, by penetrating would kill him who is exposed. 
Nevertheless, from this there remains on the child a stain, which can never be 
destroyed, even when the skin has been stripped.22F23 
 
The implications of what happened to try and remove these ˈstainsˈ scarcely bear thinking 
about.  
The most famous medieval republication of these beliefs in their newly mediated form 
as a danger to humans as well as objects and animals was in the book of Secrets of Women, a 
text falsely attributed to Albert the Great, from the thirteenth century, which was published in 
Latin in the late sixteenth century complete with contemporary commentary. In this text the 
beliefs appear as: 
women are so full of venom in the time of their menstruation that they poison animals 
by their glance; they infect children in the cradle; they spot the cleanest mirror; and 
whenever men have sexual intercourse with them they are made leprous and 
sometimes cancerous. 23F24 
 
From this we can see that the dangerous effects of the menses has expanded to men who sleep 
with menstruating women, as well babies in their cots,  and this is significant in terms of the 
eighteenth-century responses to these beliefs which will be discussed further in this article. 
Whilst the pseudo-Albertus Magnus text is not concerned with morality it does successfully 
combine medical theories about the corrupt nature of menstrual blood with the moral laws of 
Leviticus, which order that a woman should not have intercourse with a man while she is 
menstruating or both parties might ultimately die as a punishment for this act. In Natural 
History, Pliny tells how ˈIcatidas the physician assures us that quartans are ended by sexual 
intercourse, provided that the woman is beginning to menstruateˈ, and although this is 
mediated through an outside source, there is no distaste expressed for this cure, a perspective 
that would be unthinkable in the eighteenth century.24F25 The medieval Secrets of Women, then, 
 
22 Ibid. 
23 A Tender Age, p. 14.  
24 Albertus Magnus, Secrets of Women, trans. by Helen Rodnite Lemay (New York: State 
University of New York, 1992), p. 60. 
25 Natural History, Books 28-32, p. 61.  
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seeks to offer a rationalisation for the Levitical position in showing that intercourse while 
menstruating spreads diseases like leprosy and cancer, as was shown in the quotation from 
Simon Formanˈs journal above. That sexual intercourse could cause leprosy in a child was 
accepted as factual by many in this period. In 1680, for example, diarist John Evelyn wrote to 
his son advising him to avoid intercourse during menstruation ˈnot only for the indecency & 
pollution; but for that the conception (which yet then frequently happens) dispose to Leaprosie, 
& markes the Children with evident signes of the parents incontinencyˈ.25F26 By this letter it is 
possible to see that the moral and physical dangers of this activity have merged completely.  
It would be wrong to give the impression that these views went completely 
unchallenged and, indeed, very occasionally a writer would speak out against them. Thomas 
Raynalde added to his edition of The Birth of Mankind in the mid-sixteenth century a 
passionate rebuttal of these ancient ideas. Raynalde cites Albertus Magnus and Pliny directly, 
but significantly he says that he will not waste his ink and paper in the reproduction of what 
he terms ˈshameful lies and slanderˈ about the ˈvenomous and dangerous infective nature of 
the womanˈs flowers or terms, which all be but dreams and plain dotageˈ.26F27 Raynalde’s hope 
for the future was that these ˈfond [foolishly credulous] wordsˈ would ˈpassˈ or die out with 
their authors. The reason that Raynalde gives for this blood not being venomous is that were 
it not pure, nature would not have ordered it so that menstrual blood nourishes ˈtender and 
delicate Infantsˈ.27F28 Raynalde is clearly alert to the fact that republishing these beliefs in order 
to refute them is to disseminate them to a wider audience for, as Healy says, ˈwe probably 
learn most about such troubling myths in treatises which sought to undermine themˈ.28F29 This 
is a trap that Raynalde consciously avoids, but significantly, his naming Pliny and Albertus 
Magnus ˈand diverse other moˈ who have written on this topic, does suggest that Raynalde 
expected his reader to have some familiarity with these ˈdetested and abhorredˈ lies, which 
shows just how wide-spread they were.29F30   
All that is known about Thomas Raynalde is what he has left us in his published 
medical works, so it is not possible to say with certainty why, when so many physicians and 
clergy repeated these beliefs as fact, he should be so firm in his refutation of them. However, 
the book is addressed to women readers, because ˈthe most part, or near well all therein 
 
26 Blood, Bodies and Families, p. 114.  
27The Birth of Mankind: Otherwise Named, The Womanˈs Book, ed. by Elaine Hobby 
(Aldershot: Ashgate, 2009), p. 66.  
28 The Birth of Mankind, p. 65.  
29 ˈDangerous Blood: Menstruation, Medicine and Beliefs in Early Modern Englandˈ, p. 90. 
30 The Birth of Mankind, p. 66. 
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entreated of, doth concern and touch only womenˈ, so it is plausible that Raynaldeˈs primary 
concern was to reassure women of the lack of substance in these ancient ideas.30F31 Hindson 
finds that the suggestion that these statements are for the reassurance of the female reader is 
plausible but is only as a limited ˈpart of the agendaˈ, which is ˈnot satisfactory as the sole 
explanation of difference in stated attitudes amongstˈ university educated authors.31F32  Her 
reasoning is that Raynalde was essentially simply translating Rösslinˈs Der swangern 
Frauwen und hebammen Rosegarten and that  
 Roesslin did not write his manual for a female audience and made no apparent 
 attempt to make it accessible for women. Therefore, because the work was essentially 
 Roesslinˈs, although Raynalde intended his translation to be for females, the ideas 
 contained within the body of the text were originally aimed at men, not at women. 
 This therefore affects a reading of Raynaldeˈs translation.32F33   
 
The implication is, therefore, that most educated men would concur with Raynaldeˈs views. 
Unfortunately this assumption is founded upon a significant misreading of the textual history 
of this book.  Raynaldeˈs version of The Birth of Mankind was in fact a significant reworking 
of Richard Jonasˈs 1540 English translation of the text. Jonasˈs source text was itself a Latin 
translation of Eucharius Rösslinˈs Rosegarten entitled De Partu Hominis, so Raynalde was 
not producing a translation. More significant still is the fact that the Rose Garden was, in fact, 
aimed specifically at women. In sixteenth-century Germany an ˈaspiring midwife would be 
examined by physicians on her relevant medical knowledge before being registeredˈ, and it is 
to these trainee midwives, rather than university educated men, that the original work was 
addressed.33F34 Raynaldeˈs refutations of these beliefs were his own additions to his source text.  
The Birth of Mankind was an important best-selling text, appearing in numerous 
editions until 1654, but Raynaldeˈs refutations do not seem to have found their way into other 
midwifery guides directly. Into the seventeenth century Nicholas Culpeper (1651) and the 
midwife Jane Sharp (1671) both use similar logic to Raynalde in their respective discussions 
on the nature of menstrual blood. Culpeper’s text reads: 
Writers disagree about this. Some say it is bad in quantity and quality, and venemous 
the effects, as making Ivory obscure, and Looking-glasses, corrupting Wine, by a 
vapor from the body of a Woman that hath the flower [i.e. is menstruating]. Others 
say they [periods] offend only in plenty: if it were venemous, it could not be a whole 
month in the body, and it could not form the child, nor would Nature make milk of it. 
 
31 The Birth of Mankind, p. 11.  
32 ˈAttitudes Towards Menstruation and Menstrual Blood in Elizabethan Englandˈ, Journal 
of Social History, 43.1 (2009), 89-114 (p. 103).   
33 ˈAttitudes Towards Menstruation and Menstrual Blood in Elizabethan Englandˈ, p. 103. 
34 The Birth of Mankind, p. xv.  
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Therefore menstrual blood onely offends quantity, and not in any manifest or hidden 
quality. But it hath strange qualities when it is mixed with bad humors, or is kept too 
long in body to be corrupted, and cause great Symptoms; but this is when it is mixed 
with bad mors, or is out of its vessels, and so corrupts.34F35 
 
This opinion shows a trend in the writing about the nature of menstrual blood, which is the 
same hedge that Charles Jenty was using in the mid-eighteenth century. This treatise is 
clearly saying that the blood can have malignant qualities but not in or of itself, but rather if it 
becomes mixed with corrupted or diseased humours in the body. This trend is continued by 
John Freind author of the first monograph specifically devoted to menstruation in Latin 1703, 
translated into English in 1729, who writes that menstrual blood is ˈsometimes so vitiated as 
to be almost ranked among poisons, but this is not owing to any ill quality of its own, but the 
mixture of some Filth, or Contagion otherways contractedˈ whereas in ˈhealthy persons, that 
blood which is ejected is not at all impure or tainted, but very good and fragrantˈ.35F36 
 These opinions show that although the aim might have been to promote the idea that 
the blood was ˈbenignˈ in nature, the reader is still left with the idea that the blood is a 
conduit for other, harmful matter.  This dualistic view is carried further into the eighteenth 
century and is perhaps best illustrated by a translation of the French author Guillaume 
Lamotte (1746), translated and edited by Thomas Tomkyns. This text says that it cannot 
support Plinyˈs notion of the ˈperniciousˈ nature of menstrual blood when, ˈI see [...] many 
women that go everywhere, and perform all their usual functions, when they have the menses 
on them, as when not, and yet cause no mischiefˈ.36F37 However, he goes on to add, ˈsome also 
do I see whose presence is dangerous at those times, especially in red hairˈd womenˈ.37F38 
Lamotteˈs text goes on to narrate a story about a maid he once employed, who is described in 
ways which readers of Pliny would recognise. The story tells how the doctor’s best white 
wine, which all his friends commended, was fine when served by another, but that upon being 
served by this particular maid went sour. He then says that a few weeks later, the maid ruined 
some salted hog, which his other maids had preserved very well. This exposition shows that 
 
35 Culpeper's Directory for Midwives: Or, A Guide for Women. The Second Part (London: 
Peter Cole, 1662), p. 68; Jane Sharp, The Midwives Book: Or the Whole Art of Midwifry 
Discovered, ed. by Elaine Hobby (New York and Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999), p. 
216. This second part of Culpeper’s Directory is, in fact, his translation of Daniel Sennert’s 
Practical Physick, the Fourth Book in Three Parts which would be published in London in 
1664, so this trend was not begun by Culpeper. 
36 Emmenologia, trans. by Thomas Dale (London: T. Cox), pp 2-4. 
37 A General Treatise of Midwifery (London: James Waugh, 1746), p. 56. 
38 A General Treatise of Midwifery, p. 56. 
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whilst rationally the doctor cannot not support the views expressed by Pliny, his empirical 
findings are that there is some truth in the theory.38F39  
Lamotteˈs comments about red-headed women is another layer of ancient metaphor 
which taps into ancient beliefs that red-haired people were conceived in forbidden intercourse 
during menstruation, and therefore subject to a similar effect on the baby as the incomplete 
membranous sack discussed above. The first explanation of this belief in English seems to 
have appeared in an anonymous translation of The Problems of Aristotle in1595. This text is 
presented as a series of questions and answers; in response to the question of ˈ[w]hy doth red 
hayre grow white sooner then other?ˈ it replies: 
Answer. According unto the opinion of Aristotle, because that rednes is an infirmitie 
of the hayre, for it is engendred of a weake and infirme matter, that is to say, of a 
matter corrupted with the flowres [menstrual periods] of the woman, and therefore 
they waxe white sooner then blacke hayre.39F40  
 
Of red hair as proof of forbidden intercourse, Jacques Gélis goes so far as to say that, ˈit was 
the red-headed child, more than even the freckled or unhealthy one, which was a sure sign of 
its parentsˈ lack of self controlˈ.40F41 Gélis notes that such children were known as children of 
the monthlies. Whilst red hair was often a cause for prejudice in England, it is probably the 
case that this particular reasoning for a prejudice was more prevalent in Continental Europe 
than England. It is seen in translations from French texts, but is not widely in English works, 
perhaps not least because at the time of the publication of The Problems of Aristotle, in 
Scotland, England was still being ruled by Elizabeth Tudor who was famous for her 
resplendent red hair. Several other texts from this era contain a defence of red hair, arguing 
that it was part of Godˈs design and therefore sinful to mock it. The Ladies Dictionary 
compiler N. H. suggests several causes for this prejudice in England in her lengthy 
vindication of red hair, including a full Biblical explanation, suggesting that it was thought be 
a Danish trait, introduced to British people by ˈcruel Invaders, who turned up almost all the 
Women they came nearˈ.41F42 Redheads were also thought to be ˈof a lustful Constitutionˈ 
because a large amount innate heat was needed to produce the colour.42F43 N.H. mentions the 
 
39 A General Treatise of Midwifery , pp. 56-58.   
40 Anon., The Problems of Aristotle (Edenborough: Robert Waldgrave, 1595), p. 8. This text 
was first published in the London in Latin in 1583.  
41 History of Childbirth: Fertility, Pregnancy, and Birth in Early Modern Europe 
(Bloomington, IN: Northeastern University Press, 1991), p. 15. 
42 The Ladies Dictionary, Being a General Entertainment of the Fair-Sex (London: John 
Dunton, 1694), p. 212.  
43 The Ladies Dictionary, p. 212. 
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menstrual theory only in a highly coded way, typical of women’s reticence in discussing this 
matter. She notes that, ˈperhaps it oweth it's producement to the mutual Semblance between 
some Entities in Nature and the Colour of Hairˈ, but she dismisses this theory along with all 
the others.43F44At this time, ˈnatureˈ was a euphemism for menstruation or menstrual blood.  
Hair, whether red or not, is part of the mythology of the noxious nature of menstrual 
blood which was transmitted to the eighteenth century. Just as the eyes and breath were 
thought capable of emitting toxic vapours so too could hair. Pseudo-Albertus Magnusˈs 
Secrets of Women states: take the ˈhairs of a menstruating woman and place them in the 
fertile earth under manure during the winter, then in spring or summer when they are heated 
by the sun a long, stout serpent will be generated, and he will generate another of the same 
species through seedˈ.44F45 This notion had further currency in the eighteenth century when 
physician John Quincy gave the first English language translation of Secrets of Women. 
Quincy writes: 
The Hairs of a menstruous Woman are very humid, gross, and venomous; therefore if 
you bury them in fat Earth in the Winter, they will generate more Humidity and 
Venom by the Power of the Sun, and they may be changed into Serpents.45F46 
 
Quincy modifies the Latin text, however, and adds that: ˈaltho a Serpent may be generated 
from the Hair of a menstruous Woman, and afterwards beget another Serpent, yet those two 
Serpents differ in speciesˈ.46F47 This idea appears to be one which was to some extent in the 
public consciousness, and was one which at least one literate member of the public in either 
the late seventeenth or early eighteenth century, believed: Audrey Eccles has noted that in her 
own copy of one of the Aristotle texts, someone has added a hand-written marginal 
annotation: ˈOne hair of a womanˈs Cunt when her flowers are upon her put it in Dung will 
breed a Serpentˈ.47F48 
As the eighteenth century progresses these ideas continued to be reproduced, but 
often, in a bid to move away from the past, it was claimed that they were only reproduced in 
order to show how ludicrous they are. James Drake writes that many argue that the proof that 
menstrual blood is poisonous is the pain that many women experience during a menstrual 
period. He goes on to rehearse the standard Plinian ideas and adds the concerns of pseudo-
 
44 The Ladies Dictionary, p. 213. 
45 De Secretis Mulierum (On the Secrets of Women), trans. by Helen Rodnite Lemay 
(Albany: New York State University, 1992), p. 96.  
46 Albertus Magnus, De Secretis Mulierum: Or, The Mysteries of Human Generation Fully 
Revealed, trans by John Quincy M.D. (London: E. Curll, 1725), p. 44. 
47 Ibid, p.46. 
48 Obstetrics and Gynaecology in Tudor and Stuart England, p. 50.  
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Albertus Magnusˈs Secrets of Women, saying that some claim that ˈthe Malignancy of them 
[menstrual periods] is so great, that they Excoriate [pull the skin off] the Parts of Men by the 
Meer contactˈ.48F49 Drake claims that he personally rejects these ideas, which now include, as 
was discussed earlier, the threat that just as a dog tasting this matter would become mad, so a 
man tasting them would become epileptic. Drake says he has ˈonly recited them, to shew 
what things have been Superstitiously taken upon Credit, without sufficient examination by 
Men of great Authorityˈ.49F50  This indicates a wish to move forward and for physicians to test 
ancient beliefs rather than just rehearsing them unquestioningly. And the early-eighteenth-
century, Cyclopaedia: Or, A Universal Dictionary of Art and Science, by Ephraim Chambers, 
works similarly to the Drake text when it  expands the mythology around the nature of 
menstrual blood, stating under the entry for ˈmenstrual, or menstruousˈ: ˈOf all Animals, 
there is none besides Women, and perhaps Apes, which have their Menstrual Purgations. 
Hippocrates says, that the Menstrual Blood gnaws and tears the Earth like Vinegarˈ.50F51  The 
Cyclopaedia erroneously introduces Hippocrates into the beliefs for the first time, and then 
goes on to cite the Pliny texts, adding to the new eighteenth-century tone of dealing with 
these ideas of repeating them but to claim that there is nothing in it, ˈthis is all fabulous; it 
being certain that this Blood is the same with that in the Veins and Arteriesˈ.51F52 
Despite Drakes and others claims to only be reproducing these beliefs to deny them, it 
must be the case that there was a certain enjoyment of the sensationalism of them, coupled 
with a reluctance to absolutely deny the truths that have passed through history since, as 
Thomas Raynalde was alert to in the mid-sixteenth century, to reproduce them is to continue 
their dissemination.  As I have outlined, into the eighteenth century there are two distinct 
trends when commenting on these beliefs. The first tendency is to follow the seventeenth-
century texts and takes the pragmatic approach of claiming that this blood is pure in and of 
itself, but that it acts as a conduit within a woman to facilitate the expulsion of corrupt, 
unbalanced, or diseased humours from the body, which therefore cause the menstrual blood 
to be contaminated. This approach allows some truth in the ancient beliefs, as in John 
Freindˈs Emmenologia, but just suggests that the logic is at fault. The second is to reproduce 
these ideas whilst perhaps distancing the author from them, or claiming that they are 
ˈfabulousˈ or otherwise discredited, but nevertheless printing and further publicising them. At 
 
49 Anthropologia Nova: Or, a New System of Anatomy, p. 320. 
50 Anthropologia Nova, p. 321. 
51 (London: James and John Knapton and others, 1728), II, p. 531. 
52 Cyclopaedia; or, A Universal Dictionary of Art and Science, p. 531. 
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the same time, however, another important distinct eighteenth-century trend in the 
representation of these beliefs begins. This is perhaps first seen in Quincyˈs English 
translation of pseudo-Albertusˈs Secrets of Women when he modifies the debate about the 
toxic nature of menstrual blood to make it less explicit. The previously cited passage from the 
sixteenth-century version which claims that a man’s penis may become leprous or cancerous 
upon sexual contact with menstrual blood becomes much more decorous, whilst still 
containing the implicit warnings of dangers to men:  
At such time [as a woman is menstruating] a Man ought to avoid the Embraces of a 
Woman, for Coition at that juncture is very prejudicial, and therefore the prudent 
woman, while she is in her courses, will withdraw herself and withdraw from man.52F53 
 
This represents a change of emphasis to include behavioural codes, especially in the 
designation of how the ˈprudent womanˈ needs to behave. However, it does tap into the 
ancient Biblical beliefs about women withdrawing from the company of men during 
menstruation that were discussed earlier.  
The change of emphasis to stress female behaviours and a lessening incidence of 
descriptions of this toxicity being repeated throughout the eighteenth century is perhaps 
linked with the eighteenth-century emphasis on companionate, friendship-based marriages. 
Under this system woman’s role was increasingly prescribed within a protestant doctrine of 
domesticity and childbearing.53F54 This is borne out by the way that these ideas are presented 
from the mid-eighteenth century onwards.  Malcolm Flemyng’s famous treatise on 
physiology is the first vernacular text I have identified to re-present these ideas with an 
overtly Biblical explanation.  In this account, one thing Flemyng does make clear is that 
Hippocrates did not, as the Chamber’s encyclopaedia and others claimed, write anything of 
this nature. Flemyng states correctly that the ancient authors  
had not encouragement from the writings of Hippocrates to think so; on the contrary, 
the divine old man, who closely followed nature, without being prejudiced by 
hypotheses, expressly says that it is pure, like the blood flowing from a victim.54F55 
  
The Hippocratic text Diseases of Women used the simile of menstrual blood being like the 
fresh blood of a newly slain sacrifice to describe its purity.55F56 This is a significant reimaging 
 
53 (London: E. Curll, 1725), p. 89. 
54 See Michael Stolberg, ˈA Woman Down to Her Bones: The Anatomy of Sexual 
Difference in the Sixteenth and Early Seventeenth Centuriesˈ, Isis, 94.2 (2003) 274-99 (p. 
295) for his exposition of this idea and the female skeleton. 
55 An Introduction to Physiology, Being a Course of Lectures upon the Most important Parts 
of the Animal Oeconomy (London: J. Nourse, 1759), p. 355. 
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of these ideas for, as I have demonstrated, the views of the ancient medical texts became 
mingled with Judeao-Christian, particularly Levitican, ideology in the Middle Ages, to 
change the apparent danger from menstrual blood to men and babies. It, however, took until 
the mid-eighteenth century for this to be recognised, and the connection made explicitly. 
Flemyng states emphatically that ˈthe menstrous blood is not of that corrupted venomous 
quality that many ancient authors [...] have believed it to beˈ, and he does not present them in 
their full glory like the earlier texts.56F57 Flemyng goes on to explain that the origin these 
ˈfoolish conceitsˈ and concurrently that the laws of Moses were brought about because in hot 
countries if ˈproper ablutionsˈ were not followed the blood would contract a ˈhigher degree of 
putrefaction, than it does in more temperate climates, and therefore coitus cum muliere 
menstrual was found to be attended with inconveniences to the maleˈ.57F58 He therefore believes 
that mankind were, as usual, far too ˈprecipitantˈ in forming conclusions from this fact and 
wrongly ˈinferred that menstruous blood is in its own nature venomous, and therefore 
expelled, to free the habit from something hurtfulˈ.58F59 Therefore, Flemyng was suggesting that 
Levitical laws came from ancient cultural understandings, rather than being divinely 
prescribed, which removes the issue of morality from the perceived problem which is just as 
the medieval medical authors discussed above did. Henry Manning further clarifies the 
cultural misunderstandings that lead to Levitical thinking in his 1771 text, and explains that 
this was because  
Jewish priests, mistaking the genuine sense of their legislator, interpreted these 
necessary precautions into an insinuation of some inherent malignity in the uterine 
haemorrhage, as the true cause of so rigid an institution; and by degrees, superstition, 
to which they were naturally much addicted, supplied a thousand chimeras to confirm 
their opinion.59F60 
 
 John Leake also used Flemyngˈs explanation in 1777.60F61 Such was the strength of this 
explanation that by 1781 Alexander Hamilton who, nevertheless, rehearsed the Plinian 
beliefs, could claim that ideas of this blood being dangerous ˈare almost entirely exploded 
[...] These superstitions are of antient date and are only kept up by the credulous and 
 
56 Helen King, Hippocrates Women: Reading the Female Body in Ancient Greece (London: 
Routledge, 1998), p. 89. 
57 An Introduction to Physiology, p. 355.  
58 An Introduction to Physiology, p. 356. 
59 An Introduction to Physiology, p. 356. 
60 Henry Manning, A Treaty of Female Diseases (London: R. Baldwin, 1771), pp. 61-2. 
61 Medical Instructions Towards the Prevention and Cure of Chronic or Slow Diseases 
Peculiar to Women (London: [n. pub.], 1777). 
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ignorantˈ.61F62 This is a comment which chimes well with the medical student who had recorded 
in his lecture notes in 1740 that these beliefs were only ˈretained among ye Vulgarˈ.62F63 From 
these sorts of comments it is possible to see that later eighteenth-century physicians 
envisaged a future where only the foolish believed such stories.  
With hindsight, of course, we know this is not what came to pass and that these ideas 
are still promoted in some cultures and societies today. Just as Thomas Raynalde in the mid-
sixteenth century was hoping that they would die out just as their authors had, so too were 
eighteenth-century authors hoping the same two hundred years later. And just as Charles 
Jenty told of the ˈrepeated Experiments of the Moderns, on this Subjectˈ, which ˈhave 
convinced us of the Contrary of that Opinionˈ, Crawford and Healy both note that another 
two hundred years later, throughout the twentieth century, in both Britain and America there 
were repeated ˈscientificˈ attempts to discover whether or not there were toxins in menstrual 
blood that could cause these effects. 63F64  As late as 1974 there was correspondence in the 
Lancet medical journal about whether flower handlers who were menstruating could cause 
flowers to wilt.64F65  
One matter missing from this analysis is any real sense of what women thought about 
these ideas. Modern scholars have debated this lack of comment both on the ˈpoisonousˈ 
nature of menstrual blood and menstruation more generally, with the result that Hindson 
argues: 
It seems likely that as a result of experiencing their own menstruation [...]  women 
 more generally would have accepted menstruation as a normal part of life and 
 unworthy of special comment unless it became threatening. This was a less 
 common attitude amongst men.65F66  
 
Patricia Crawford argues that ˈ[m]ale silence [about menstruation] in diaries could be 
construed as disinterest or disgust, but the silence of female diarists is even more 
 
62 A Treatise of Midwifery, Comprehending the Whole Management of Female Complaints, 
and the Treatment of Children in Early Infancy (Edinburgh: J. Dickson, W. Creech,  
and C. Elliot, 1781), p. 45-6. 
63 Obstetrics and Gynaecology in Tudor and Stuart England, p. 50. 
64 ˈAttitudes to Menstruation in Seventeenth Century Englandˈ, Past and Present, 91 (1981) 
47- 73 (61); ˈDangerous Blood: Menstruation, Medicine and Beliefs in Early Modern 
Englandˈ, p. 86. 
65 ˈAttitudes to Menstruation in Seventeenth Century Englandˈ, p. 61.  
66 ˈAttitudes to Menstruation and Menstrual Bloodˈ, p. 101. 
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impenetrableˈ.66F67 This silence is indeed the more puzzling given her assertion that ˈ[o]ne 
recent taboo associated with menstruation is that of silence, but there was not the same taboo 
on public discussion of the subject in seventeenth-century Englandˈ.67F68 Crawford cites the fact 
that preachers regularly use the ˈfilthinessˈ of menstrual sanitary protection as a metaphor for 
sin as an instance of the many public references to menstruation.68F69 However, it is the case 
that this common, public, almost exclusively masculine, denunciation of menstrual cloths 
adds to the feeling that menstruation a shameful and dirty topic for women to describe even 
in their most personal papers.69F70 Physician John Sadler claims in his treatises that often a 
woman often ˈconceals her grief and increaseth her sorrowˈ by her reluctance to talk to her 
physician about menstrual problems, which further suggests that menstruation was 
surrounded by codes of silence in the ways that other bodily functions were not.70F71 
Conversely, Alexandra Lord finds that ˈevidence from lecture notes and medical journals 
indicate that frank discussions of menstruation were frowned upon during the eighteenth 
century, and this is certainly the case in the previous centuries too.71F72 Given this lack, Healy 
appositely comments that ˈ[i]n the absence of more female voices, it would simply be adding 
to the inevitable androcentric focus this encourages, to assume that men always inscribe the 
cultural production and women simply and unquestioningly perform their allotted roles 
 
67 ˈAttitudes to Menstruation in Seventeenth Century Englandˈ, p. 59. 
68 ˈAttitudes to Menstruation in Seventeenth Century Englandˈ, p. 58. 
69 A commonly cited lesson is Isaiah 64.6 which in the Geneva Bible reads, ˈOur 
righteousnes and best vertues are before thee as vile cloutesˈ and the marginal comments 
explain ˈor, (as some read) like the menstruous clothes of a womanˈ.  
70 See Sara Read, ˈThy Righteousness is but a menstrual cloutˈ: Sanitary Practices and 
Prejudice in Early Modern England, Early Modern Women: An Interdisciplinary Journal, 3 
(2008), 1-26. 
71 The Sicke Womans Private Looking-Glasse (London: Philemon Stephens and Christopher 
Meridith, 1636), sig. A5r.  
72 ˈ“The Great Arcana of the Deity”: Menstruation and Menstrual Disorders in Eighteenth-
Century British Medical Thoughtˈ, Bulletin of the History of Medicine, 73, 1999, 38-65 (p. 
49). 
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within itˈ.72F73 So is it possible to recover a real sense of how women responded to these beliefs 
in early-modern England? Thomas Raynalde, by naming Pliny and Albertus Magnus directly, 
assumed his female reader would know to what he was referring when he said he would not 
waste his ink and paper in the repetition of the slander on menstrual blood. Jane Sharp, one of 
the only English women to push the boundaries and speak out on this subject, takes her 
passage on the nature of menstrual blood largely from Nicolas Culpeper’s translation of 
Daniel Sennert. However, there might be a clue in James Drakeˈs comments in his refutation 
of these ideas that he ˈonly recited them, to shew what things have been Superstitiously taken 
upon Credit without sufficient Examination by Men of great Authority, who have been 
prevailˈd upon to believe what Women at all times would laugh atˈ.73F74 This comment could be 
evidence of a female voice on this topic. Drake died in March 1707, and his text was given 
publishing approval by the censors the following month; the dedicatory address is signed by 
his widow, the essayist and medical practitioner, Judith, who is believed to have edited it and 
brought the volumes to the presses.74F75 Isobel Grundy suggests that this comment might be 
evidence of possible editorial intervention on Judith’s part. 75F76 If this is an editorial addition by 
Judith Drake, then perhaps it suggests that women regarded these ancient beliefs as 
ridiculous, and perhaps like the male writers from Raynalde to Hamilton hoped in vain that 
the future would be one in which they would be allowed to quietly die out.  
 
73 ˈDangerous Bloodˈ, p. 91.  
74 Anthropologia Nova, p. 321.  
75 Judith Drake is believed to be the author of An Essay in Defence of the Female Sex (1696), 
which was for many years ascribed to Mary Astell. Drake was well-known for practising 
medicine on ˈher own sex and little childrenˈ. Bridget Hill, ˈDrake, Judith (fl. 1696–1723), 
Writer and Medical Practitionerˈ in Oxford Dictionary of National Biography 
<www.oxforddnb.com> [accessed January 2009]. 
76 ˈSarah Stone: Enlightenment Midwifeˈ, in Medicine in the Enlightenment, ed. by Roy 
Porter (Amsterdam: Rodopi, 1995), pp. 148-44 (pp. 128-29). Grundy and others believe 
Judith to be James Drakeˈs sister, rather than his widow. The Oxford Dictionary of National 
Biography entry for Judith cites a publication by Edmund Curll in which Judith is described 
as ˈprobably a sister of Dr. James Drakeˈ. Perhaps this is where the discrepancy stems from.  
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